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Background

• Recent studies show that polar regions have high 
sensitivity (or strong feedbacks) on climate change. 

• Stratus clouds are important component for Arctic 
energetic systems. 

• SHABA/ARM/FIRE-ACE experiment provided good 
opportunity to exam ground LWP estimates. 

• The comparison between in situ aircraft and MWR 
measurements showed that ARM standard retrievals 
are too large by about factor of 2 for thin to moderate 
clouds.



Data Sets

• FIRE ACE period:    May ~ July 1998

• SHEBA towers reports: Ta, P, r.h. 

• Lidar: cloud height Hc.

• Infrared thermometer (IRT): cloud temperature Tc

• MWR:  23.8 & 31.4 GHz  for LWP & CWV retrievals 

• In situ LWP measurements: aircrafts C-130 and CV-580 

Gerber PVM-100A & King Hot-Wire Probe

• Total 38 matched cases:  

extreme large LWP (>0.5mm): 4 cases
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Radiative Transfer Model

• Two stream absorption and emission based 
microwave radiative transfer model [Lin et al. 1998]. 

• Water vapor absorption coefficients: Liebe [1989] 
(MPM89)

• Water absorption coefficients: Mie calculations using 
water refractive index of Ray [1972].

• Atmospheric temp., pres., cloud height from ARM 
surface measurements.



Radiative Transfer Model (cont.)

• Cloud temp.: IRT measurement

Rcld – Rclr ≈ (1-exp(-τ))B(Tc)

• Rclr: IR radiative transfer model & k-distribution 
[Kratz et al. 1998].

• Optical depth: τ ≈ 0.5 τVIS = 75LWP



Retrieval Scheme

initialization: LWP, CWV, Ta, P, Tc, Hc 

MWRTM simulation of Tb values, adjusting LWP, CWV

|  TbSIMU – TbOBS | < 0.03K

recalculate Tc using adjusted LWP & IRT

output LWP & CWV



















Conclusions

• For microwave LWP retrievals, it is critical to accurately account 

for cloud water temperature, water vapor amount, and water 

vapor absorption coefficients, as discussed by Lin et al. [1998]

and Lin and Rossow [1994].

• Current algorithm significantly reduces the bias error comparing

with standard ARM method, and gives LWP retrievals 

consistence with aircraft in situ measurements.  This algorithm 

should be applicable to clouds in other ARM sites.

• Improvements in water and vapor absorption coefficients may 

be needed.
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